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Standards of Learning
• 11.4 The student will read, comprehend, and analyze relationships among American literature, history, and culture
• 11.4a Compare and contrast the development of American literature in its historical context.
• 11.4c Discuss American literature as it reflects traditional and contemporary themes, motifs, universal characters, and genres.  
• 11.4d Analyze the social or cultural function of American literature. 



The Importance of American History in 
Relation to the The Great Gatsby

• The Great Gatsby was published in 1925.
• World War I ended in 1918.
• The generation that fought and survived in WWI is referred to as “the lost generation” because of the disillusionment caused by experiences in battle.



The Roaring Twenties
• The sense of loss was more apparent in Americans who remained overseas after the war.
• Back home, the disillusionment took a far less obvious form.
• America seemed to throw itself into a decade of materialism and madcap behavior, now referred to as the “Roaring Twenties.”



The Roaring Twenties, continued
• This era is also referred to as the “Jazz Age” because of jazz music’s popularity, which started in New Orleans and made its way across the country.
• The wildness and improvisation of jazz music mirrored the behavior of Americans during the 1920s.



Important Social and Cultural
Aspects of the 1920s

• Incredible economic prosperity
• Tensions between social classes, 

races, Americans and immigrants
• Defining period in examining the 

meaning of the American Dream



The New Woman

• Among the rules broken in the 1920s were the age-old conventions guiding the behavior of women.  The new woman demanded the right to vote and to work outside the home. 
• Symbolically, she cut her hair into a boyish “bob” and bared her calves in the short skirts of the fashionable twenties “flapper.”



Prohibition

Prohibition Cartoon from the 1920s warning against the dangers of alcohol
• Another rule often broken was the Eighteenth Amendment to the Constitution, or Prohibition, which banned the public sale, manufacture, transport, import, or export of alcoholic beverages from 1919 until its appeal in 1933.  
• Speak-easies, nightclubs, and taverns that sold liquor were often raided, and gangsters made illegal fortunes as bootleggers, smuggling alcohol into America from abroad.



Gambling

• Gambling became a popular pastime in the 1920s.
• Perhaps the worst scandal involving gambling was the so-called Black Sox Scandal of 1919, in which eight members of the Chicago White Sox were indicted for accepting bribes to throw baseball’s World Series.



The Automobile

• The Jazz Age was also an era of reckless spending and consumption, and the most conspicuous status symbol of the time was a flashy new automobile.
• Advertising was becoming the major industry that it is today, and soon advertisers took advantage of new roadways by setting up huge billboards at their sides.
• Both the automobile and a bizarre billboard play important roles in The Great Gatsby.



Relevance to the Novel

Each of these things plays an extremely important 
role in the plot of The Great Gatsby. As you read, you 

should be paying close attention to how they 
contribute to and enhance the plot of the novel. You 

should be taking notes as you read.


